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1. Names start with capital letters.
Circle the capital letters in the list above.

Sentences start with capital letters. Trace the capital letters.

2. rs.  mith has 12 students. list of students included everyone.

3. o you know your telephone number? ou need to know it.

4. ind usan’s number. er last name is enry.

5. ill a list help you? t tells your friends’ telephone numbers.

6. an you make a list of the telephone numbers of your friends?

Chapter 1 1

Chapter 1 Finding Information

Mrs. Smith’s class made a list of their telephone numbers. 
They listed their last names first. They put their names in 
alphabetical order. 
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1. Trace the letters.

2. Trace and copy the letters.

3. Write all the letters of the alphabet. Use capital letters.
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capital letters
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1. Trace the letters.

2. Trace and copy the letters.

3. Write all the letters of the alphabet. Use small letters.

Chapter 1 3

small letters
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